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   The  GIANTS  have  been  Defeated  on  "September  11,  2001!"  (=30/2-3)        

«  on:   August  30,  2017  » 

 

 

Salaam/Peace to All, 
 

 

here we shall clearly witness one of the most shocking and tragic Event in the modern history of humankind  
 

which has taken place on  "September  11,  2001"   

in this Final Age, in this Respect here  (=QURAN TESTAMENT  30/2-3),  

 

and thereby, here Again, we shall clearly and unmistakably comprehend the Fact that  
 

the One and Only CREATOR and GOD (="AL-LAH")                  

                      

has Sent-Down "QURAN TESTAMENT"    
 

for the Everlasting Peace & Harmony and Eternal Salvation & Benefits  

of all the Nations-Peoples of the whole World, for/in this Final Age now.            

 

                         
image credit:  weinerelementary.org/freedom-tower--911-memorial.html                                   

 

 



 

 

               
image credit:  npr.org/sections/krulwich/2014/09/10/347378234/souls-tumbling-in-the-light                                   

 

 

======================                      
Source:   https: // en.wikipedia.org/wiki/September_11_attacks  

    .                                        V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V                         
 

The September 11 attacks (also referred to as 9/11) were a series of four coordinated terrorist attacks  

by the group al-Qaeda on the United States on the morning of Tuesday, "September  11,  2001"   

The attacks killed 2,996 people, injured over 6,000 others, and caused at least $10 billion in infrastructure and property damage. 

……… 

Four passenger airliners operated by two major U.S. passenger air carriers (=United Airlines  &  =American Airlines)— 

all of which departed from airports in the northeastern United States bound for California— were hijacked by  "19"  al-Qaeda terrorists.  

Two of the planes, American Airlines Flight 11 and United Airlines Flight 175, were crashed into the North and South towers 
 

> into North tower at     =   8:46  a.m.   (EDT)            

> into South tower at     =   9:03  a.m.   (EDT)          
 

of the World Trade Center complex in New York City. Within an hour and 42 minutes, both 110-story towers collapsed   
 

> North tower collapsed at   = 10:28  a.m.   (EDT)          

> South tower collapsed at =   9:59  a.m.   (EDT)         

………                           
………                             
………  

 

                       V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V    

Source:   https: // en.wikipedia.org/wiki/September_11_attacks                

======================     

 



 

 

 

             

image credit:  pinterest.com  ("Twin Towers"  of/in  Lower Manhattan,  NY)                                  

                

 

========================                       

53-  So, We will show them Our Signs (=in Arabic: Ayatina)  

---(which are specifically  "19" coded  here:  74/16-17  >>  26-"30")--- 
 
in the horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially, in that most shocking and tragic Event  
that all of a sudden and unfortunately occurred on  "September  11,  2001",  

in this Respect now here =30/2-3)---     
 
and also within their own selves/souls,         
 
until it becomes perfectly clear to them that this is absolutely The Truth.  

Is it not Enough that your LORD is Witness over all things. 
 
         

QURAN TESTAMENT    

41/53  (Signs = Ayatina)   =   74/16-17  (Signs = Ayatina)   >>   26-"30"  (=Upon it shall be "19")!   

========================  

     

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

            

image credit:  google.com  (Twin Towers  of/in  World Trade Center  in  Lower Manhattan,  NY)                                  

 

 

 

So here are the most essential Verses  
 

in which this most shocking and tragic Event in modern history of humankind   

has thus clearly been Foretold by our LORD AL-LAH,   
 

in QURAN TESTAMENT, in this most specific Respect, above,  

now here thus: 

 
 
================== 
 

2-  "The Giants" (=in Arabic: "Al-Roum": a specific reference to that most prominent Nation  
 

with regard to its economic & military & scientific & technological etc. capabilities on Earth, in the beginning of  
 

this Final Age now) have been defeated, 
 
3-  In a "lower/lowest" part (=in Arabic: "adna") of the Land (=i.e. "lower" Manhattan wherein the "Twin Towers"  
 

were located within its "lower/lowest" region therein.)  

(*so please, clearly and perfectly see it again in the above picture and map)  
 

 



 

But after their defeat, they will (rise to defend themselves and) defeat (the assaulters).  
 
4-  In a few years (=in Arabic: bidi sineen). ............  
 
 
 
QURAN TESTAMENT  30/2-3-4    
 

================== 

 

 

============= 

This specific term in the above Verse:  "few years" (=in Arabic: "bidi sineen") may indicate   
any "number of years" between  "3"  to  "10"  (=i.e. not less than "3,"  and not more than "10" years therein) 
in all most credible and genuine lexicons. 
 
So thereby, first of all, we should clearly see the Fact that  

from the occurrence of this most shocking and tragic Event on September 11, "2001"  
to the defeat of that leading Assaulter, in that particular territory,                   
by that specific Nation: "The Giants" (="Al-Roum") above, on May 1, "2011" therein 
 
there are thus a little bit less than "10" years (=i.e. exactly "9" years, and "7" months, and "19" days),  

as perfectly Indicated in the above Verses (=30/2-3-4), 

by this specific term "few years" (=in Arabic: "bidi sineen") therein, in the first place (=30/4)!                

============= 

 

============= 

And the Fact that this most shocking and tragic Event   
has thus all of a sudden and unfortunately occurred and also been witnessed in utter shock by all Nations-Peoples            
throughout the whole World therein  
 

thus specifically in the very first year (=2001) of this Last / Third "Day" (="Milennium"  

--because  One "Day"  =  One "Thousand Years"  in the Sight of our LORD AL-LAH                 
*please, clearly see it here: PSALMS 90/4  =  QURAN TESTAMENT 22/47--  
 

is absolutely Noteworthy,  
 
especially in the Respect that this Last / Third "Day" (="Milennium")  
(=i.e. started in the year: "2001" ............ will end in the year: "3000")  
 
has thus been clearly Anticipated and manifestly Foretold in QURAN TESTAMENT  

as:  "Yawma Al-Akhir"  (="The-Last Day")                      

in many Verses, especially in such most Significant and prophetic Contexts therein (=2/62  &  5/68-69  &  ......),  
 

and also in TORAH and GOSPEL before this,                       

in such most Significant and prophetic Contexts also therein (=Genesis 49/1  &  Deuteronomy  31/29  &               

John 6/44-45  &  .......), from the very Beginning.  

============= 

 
 
 

 



 

So now, we should absolutely Witness here  

the Most Remarkable Fact that 
 

in this most shocking and tragic Event                       
that all of a sudden and unfortunately occurred  
on September 11, 2001 above,    
 
consequently, "Twin Towers" have collapsed therein: 

 
 
          the collapse of                                              the collapse of 
        the First "Tower"                                             the Second "Tower"   
                therein                                                                        therein                      

.                   V                        V 
 
Month         Day             Year                                  Month         Day             Year                                

   9       11      2001                          9       11      2001    

   =19X ...                                         =19X ...                                  

 
 

And we are able to Witness it again,  

also in this absolutely Most Notable (=i.e.  as/in  "Twin Code"  =19 X 19 X...) manner,  

finally, here again, now Most Remarkably again, also thus:  

 
 
                                                         the collapse of                                              
                                                      the "Twin Towers"                      
                                                              therein                         

.                 V                                                     
 
                                              Month         Day             Year                                            

                                                 9       11      2001    

                               =19X 19 X...                                   

 
 
(*We should certainly note that in this well-known prominent Country, in the beginning of this Final Age now,  
wherein this most shocking and tragic Event all of a sudden and unfortunately occurred therein,  

it is officially always stated and remembered --in this specific order-- as:  September 11, 2001  =  9 / 11 / 2001           
thereby, we have always taken it into account rightfully in this specific order above.) 

  

 

 



 

 

 

====================== 

The leading Assaulter who was hold responsible for masterminding September 11 attacks  

has eventually been defeated by that specific Nation: "The Giants" (="Al-Roum") above,  

in his own Compound, in that particular territory,  

in return for the horrendous crimes committed on September 11 attacks above   

on "May 1, 2011" therein: 
   

> two helicopters descended onto his Compound therein at       =   3:30  p.m.  (EDT)       

> the leading Assaulter has been defeated therein at             =   3:39  p.m.  (EDT)    

………                           
………                             
………  

 

                       V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V    

Source:   https: // en.wikipedia.org/wiki/September_11_attacks                

====================== 

 

 

So we should absolutely See it here  
in this Most Remarkable Manner again, now here thus: 

 

               in return for 

                                                         the collapse of                                              
                                                      the "Twin Towers"                      
                                                              therein                       
.                          on                        

.                 V                                                     
 
                                              Month         Day             Year                                            

                                                 9       11      2001                     

.                        ^       ^         ^ 

                               =19X 19 X...      

 

     

                                                          the collapse of                                              
                                                    the "leading Assaulter"                      
                                                               therein                       
.                           on                       . 

                            V                                                      



 
                                              Year             Day           Month                                                

                                          2011        1         5                       

.       ^        ^         ^ 

                                              =19 X...     

 

 

*Please, absolutely note that                        
because that it has already clearly been Indicated in QURAN TESTAMENT                  
that this specific Nation: "The Giants" (="Al-Roum") would eventually defeat the leading Assaulter,              
here in this Respect, in this Final Age, therein above (=QURAN TESTAMENT  30/2-3-4), 

therefore this double Multiple (=i.e.  as/in "Twin Code"  =19 X 19 X...) in that First Case above              

thus also perfectly indicates that Defeat over the leading Assaulter therein                 

over that single Multiple (=i.e.  =19 X...) for/in that Second Case above.       

 

 

 

       --continues in the next post-- 

 

   

                                  

                          

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

So now let us clearly Witness here   

in more elaborate and detailed manner now  

all of other most Powerful and clear Evidences 
which will again clearly and unmistakably Prove to us that                     

our LORD AL-LAH --(Who absolutely Knows all the past and the future Events,                 
even long before they would actually take place here,  

with HIS Superb Knowledge which is absolutely unfathomable by us =20/110  &  31/34)  
 
has thus already clearly Foretold in these essential Verses  
in QURAN TESTAMENT above (=30/2-3-4),  
 
about this most shocking and tragic Event                       
that all of a sudden and unfortunately occurred  
on September 11, 2001 above,       
 
now here again, in these Most Remarkable Manner thus: 

 

 

 

     "Northern Tower"          "Northern Tower"              
 .     collapsed at                                     was crashed into at              
 .         (a.m.)         .                   (a.m.) 

                                       Month         Day             Year                                            

        10 28                            9        11      2001                   08 46                 

.                           .       ^       ^         ^ 
 

                  --and then--                       
.                         also 

       "Southern Tower"           "Southern Tower"              
  was crashed into at               collapsed at             .                    
.           (a.m.)                    (a.m.) 

                                      Month          Day             Year                                            

        09  3                           9          11      2001                    09 59                   

.                           .      ^         ^         ^ 



 

                                    =19X 19 X...                        .                       

.                                    =  X...      

                    --and then--                      
.                           also 

 

                                    =19X 19 X...                        .                       

.                                    =  X...      

 

      ================                   
            And                     
    .      Thereafter                          
.                        ================ 

 

      in Return for                     
the horrendous crimes comitted above 

      

     leading Assaulter's Compound                 leading Assaulter's Compound                    
.        was descended unto at                     was descended unto at             
 .        (p.m.)         .                (p.m.)                        
.            in Return for that                  in Return for that                 
.      "Southern Tower" above        .   "Northern Tower" above 

 

                                           Year           Day             Month                                            

         3  30                         2011              1              5                   3  30                 

.                           .        ^      ^           ^ 



 

                      --and then--                    
   .                also 

           "leading Assaulter"                                    "leading Assaulter"                               
.              collapsed at                                        collapsed at               .           
.                  (p.m.)         .                (p.m.)                        
.          in Return for that                   in Return for that                 
.    "Northern Tower" above        .    "Southern Tower" above 

                      Year            Day              Month                                            

            3  39                         2011                1              5                   3  39                 

.                           .       ^       ^          ^ 
 

                                                     =19 X...                        .                       .   

                                  =  X...      

                    --and then--                      
.                           also 

 

                                                    =19 X...                               .                       

.                                    =  X...      

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

===================     

*Please, absolutely note that  

because that this specific hour is thus exclusively a "two-digit" number therein above (="10" 28), 

so we have rightfully placed all of those other hours  

legitimately and perfectly also as in two-digit numbers therein:  

(=10 ..    &    08 ..    &    09 ..    &    09 ..)  for/in that First Case above; 
 

and then although this specific minute is thus exclusively a "one-digit" number therein above (=09 "3"), 

we have rightfully kept all of those other minutes  

legitimately and perfectly as in two-digit numbers therein:  

--(because we could not possibly place them as one-digit numbers here in this case)--  

(=.. 28    &    .. 46    &    ..  3     &    .. 59),  again, for/in that First Case above; 

 

and we can see the perfect Confirmation thereof, in this Respect above,                  
in this  Most Remarkable  &  Most Notable  manner,                     
finally, now also thus here: 

 

        10 28                                                                                     08 46                 

.                           .       ^       ^          ̂

+                          --and then--                      +                  

.                                                   also        

                                                                                  

       09  3                                                                                   09 59                   .                       

.                                                                  ^        ^         ^ 
V               V 

=19 X...                                       =19 X...                 

                        .                             

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Coherent/Consistent Manner, for/in that First Case above.  

========================         

 

           

 

                             --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

 



 

 

 

So now, we should also absolutely witness these historic Facts here                  
in this Most Remarkable Manner here again, thus: 

 

  

   "Southern Tower"                     "Northern Tower"   "Northern Tower"                     "Southern Tower"           .        .              
.          was crashed into at                    was crashed into at            collapsed at                               collapsed at            
 .        (a.m.)             (a.m.)    .       (a.m.)              (a.m.) 

                                                                                 

         09 3                                08 46       10 28                                  09 59            
  .    <<<          V            . <<<                 <<<             V             .  <<<    

              17               29                 
.           minutes                minutes 

 

            ===========                                     
.                           And Then                      
.               also                        .                     
.             =========== 

 

                         --in return for it--                                          --in return for it--                  
.                       <<<                    <<<         

leading Assaulter                     "Southern Tower"  leading Assaulter's Compound               "Northern Tower"             .        .              .               
.     collapsed at                             collapsed at              was descended unto at                     was crashed into at           .           
.        (p.m.)             (a.m.)    .       (p.m.)              (a.m.) 

                                                                                 

         3 39                                09 59         3 30                                  08 46            
  .   <<<           V            . <<<                  <<<             V            .  <<<    

            340              404                 
.           minutes                 minutes 

 

 

 

 

So now, here they are,                         
each of them above in this Most Remarkable Manner, here thus: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

           V                    V 

     17               29                 
.           minutes                minutes 

                   ===========                                     
.                               .         And Then                     
       .           =========== 

           V                    V 

    340              404                 
.           minutes                minutes 

 

                       --Or/And--                                    
    .    also 

             V                    V 

     17              404                       
  .   minutes                 minutes 

         ===========                                     
.                               .         And Then                     
       .          =========== 

           V                     V 

    340                 29                 
.            minutes                 minutes 

 

                                                           =  X...    

          ===========                                     
.                               .                   And Then                     
       .                         ===========        

          =  X...      



                                     --Or/And--                   
   .                              also 

             =  X...    

                        ===========                                     
.                                    And Then                     
          ===========                                 .               

.              =  X...     

 

 

 

 

So now, we should also absolutely witness this historic Fact here                  
in this Most Remarkable Manner here again,                      
finally, now here thus: 

 

 

                                                         --in Return for this--                    
.                                 <<<                                         . 
leading Assaulter                                                                    "Twin Towers"  .        .              .                                                     
.      collapsed                          collapsed                   
.           at              at           .                      

                                                                                 
     Year           Day             Month                          Month          Day             Year                                            

  2011      1          5               9          11      2001                

   ^      ^          ^     .                    ^         ^         ^      
                       in between                     
.                       there are 
         V    .     

       9                             
.           Years 

      19                             
.            Days 



       7                             
.          Months 

 

 

So now, here they are,                         
in perfect Concordance with  the left side  &  the right side  above: 

 

 

                                                                              
 09       19          07         --or/and--                 07           19     09                                

Years             Days               Months         Months          Days        Years                               
. ^       ^             ^     .                                                 ^           ^       ^    
                        --and then--                      
.                                                                               also  

 
  9                          07               --or/and--                 07                                         9                                

Years                                                 Months         Months                         Years                               
. ^      ^             ^     .                                                 ^           ^       ^  
 

                        --and then--                      
.                                                                              again  

 
0009                      7               --or/and--                  7                                        0009                                 

.    Years                                                 Months         Months                          Years                               

.   ^      ^              ^     .                                                ^            ^            ^ 

 

                                                      =  X...    

              --and then--                   
   .                                                                                 also 



               =  X...      

                                                     --and then--                   
   .                                                                              again 

        =  X...    

 

 

 

 

 

===================     

*Please, absolutely note that                          

we have rightfully placed all of those  "Years"  &  "Days"  &  "Months"  above                    

in perfect equal number of digits therein as:                        

(09 = 19 = 07  --or/and--   07 = 19 = 09) 

for/on both sides, in that most essential first Case above; 

 

and then when we have intentionally/specifically removed  

those most special "numbers" in this respect, in the very middle therein:  
 

(09 = "19" = 07  --or/and--    07 = "19" = 09) 

 

then we have rightfully placed those  "Years"   &   "       "   &   "Months"  above                   

legitimately and perfectly therein as:                         

(9   =          = 07  --or/and--    07 =          =   9) 

--*because that there are maximum (12 Months) in a Year,                     

so we can rightfully place it therein specifically as: (07 Months) above-- 

for/on both sides, in this second Case above; 

 



 

and then again, we have rightfully placed those  "Years"   &   "       "   &   "Months"  above                  

legitimately and perfectly therein also as:                       

(0009 =         =  7   --or/and--      7  =          = 0009) 

--*because that there are maximum (1000 Years) in a Millennium,                   

so we can rightfully place it therein specifically as: (0009 Years) above-- 

for/on both sides, in this final third Case above; 

 

all of them in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Complementary Manner, for/in each of those Cases above. 

  ========================         

           

 

        

 --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                
image credit:  npr.org/sections/krulwich/2014/09/10/347378234/souls-tumbling-in-the-light                                   

                        
      .          

                                                  

===============  

53-  We will show them Our  --"19" coded--  Signs  (=in Arabic: Ayatina here: 74/16-17  >>  26-"30")            

in the horizons and (also) in/among their own selves/souls (=i.e. thus also and especially,                 

in that most Significant and epochal  the GIANTS  (=in Arabic:  al-ROUM ……)  Historic Event above,            

as we have clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it in all of those Cases above,  

in this Final Age, here now)--               

until it becomes Clear to them that this is absolutely The TRUTH.  
 

So, is it not Enough that your LORD, certainly HE is --thus also and especially,                 

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  Signs > Ayat  above now =29/47--             

(Exclusively with HIS such Absolute  "Capability"  here =57/4)--  Witnessing over  all things!      
 

 

54-  Indeed, they are (still) in doubt about meeting their LORD;                    

Indeed, certainly HE is --thus also and especially,             

due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  Signs > Ayat  above now =29/49--              

(Exclusively with HIS such Absolute  "Knowledge"  here =65/12)--  Encompassing of  all things! 

 



(*Because our LORD AL-LAH absolutely Knows all the past and the future Events,                
even long before they would actually take place here,  

with HIS Superb Knowledge which is absolutely unfathomable by us here =20/110  &  31/34)  
            

 

QURAN TESTAMENT   41/53-54 

=============== 

 

 

 

=============== 

1-  Alif, Lam, Mim. 
 
2-  "The Giants" (=in Arabic: "Al-Roum": a specific reference to that most prominent Nation  
 

with regard to its economic & military & scientific & technological etc. capabilities on Earth, in the beginning of  
 

this Final Age now) have been defeated, 
 
3-  In a "lower/lowest" part (=in Arabic: "adna") of the Land (=i.e. "lower" Manhattan wherein the "Twin Towers"  
 

were located within its "lower/lowest" region therein.)  

(*so please, clearly and perfectly see it again, in this Respect, in the above picture and map,                 
as clearly presented within the very first post above.)  
 
 
========= 
*  in Arabic:  "al-Ard"  may refer to our whole Planet as:  "the-Earth"  
in some Verses in QURAN TESTAMENT here (=e.g.  3/133  &  12/101  &  13/15  &  .........), 
 

and may also refer only to a specific "location/region" of our Planet therein as:  "the-Land"  
in some Verses in QURAN TESTAMENT here (=e.g.  "the-Land" of Israel here = 5/21   &   "the-Land" of Egypt               
here = 12/56  &  12/80  &  .........),  
 

So in the above Verse, it is thus clearly and unmistakably referring to that specific  "Land" of Manhattan  therein             
in this most specific Context above.   
========= 
  
 
But after their defeat, they will (rise to defend themselves and) defeat (the assaulters). 
 

4-  In a few years (=in Arabic: bidi sineen).    
  
========= 
 

* So thus exactly just within  "10 years"  after  "September 11, 2001"  
 

--as clearly and unmistakably Indicated by this most specific term (=in Arabic: bidi sineen) in the above Verse,  
 

the leading Assaulter was defeated by this most specific Nation: "The Giants" (="Al-Roum") 
 

in that particular territory, exactly on  "May 1, 2011"  therein,                     

as we have clearly Witnessed all of those unmistakably Most Remarkable historic Facts in this regard,  

within the very first post above.            

========= 

  
 



 

 

=========                                                            
* To shed the blood of innocent people, or to advocate it or/and manipulate or provoke others to do so, 

using the Name of AL-LAH, wrongfully and in vain,  

is such a  gravest Sin  in the Sight of AL-LAH, from the very beginning here (=QURAN TESTAMENT  2/204-206).               

But only those who would truly repent and return to AL-LAH before the end of their life in this World, in this               

truly honest and perfectly truthful manner here (=4/17-18) could thus still be forgiven by HIM                 
due to HIS Immense-Mercy and Forgiveness unto all of us here (=QURAN TESTAMENT  4/17-18  =  25/68-69-70-71).      

========= 
  
  
But after their defeat, they will (rise to defend themselves and) defeat (the assaulters). 
 

4-  In a few years (=in Arabic: bidi sineen).    

(Then) with AL-LAH rests "Absolute-Decision" (=in Arabic: "Al-Amr" =9/106), before and after.  
 

=========                         

(*Thus only our LORD AL-LAH will ultimately Judge, in the Hereafter, between this most specific Nation:  
"The Giants" (="Al-Roum") and that "leading Assaulter" and those "Perpetrators" (=specifically "19" in total therein)  
of this utterly abominable horrendous Attack above, with regard to its "before and after," therein --(as clearly Pointed Out            
in the above Verse therein),  
 

because only HE Knows-Best what was in their minds and hearts previously and at the time of this utterly abominable  
horrendous Attack therein, and also with regard to that totally unjustifiable some "all-out War" attitudes and 
consequent "clash of civilizations" that unfortunately and sadly occurred in its aftermath. 
 

Because our LORD AL-LAH has Granted absolute "free-will" to all of HIS Human Servants here,  
so that without any manipulation or intervention from Above,  
we could freely choose to do Good, or we could freely choose to do Evil here (=18/29-31, 110  &  41/46);  
 

and eventually, HE will absolutely Judge among all of HIS Human Servants  

by HIS "Absolute-Decision"  above (=in Arabic: "Al-Amr" therein again =9/106),  
 

and may thus Forgive and Reward the ones in whose hearts was/is sincerity and honesty and integrity               
and thereby who have done Peaceful and Good-Deeds,                     

=in such a Most Benevolent and Generous Manner therein (=QURAN TESTAMENT  25/68-71  =  4/114  &  6/160  &  40/17, 40  &  ........),  
 

and will thus Requite the ones in whose hearts was/is hypocrisy and crookedness and corruption               
and thereby who have done Hateful and Evil-Deeds,                     

=in such a Most Equitable and Perfect Manner therein (=QURAN TESTAMENT  2/205-206  =  85/4-10  &  6/160  &  40/17, 40  &  ........). 
 

So, our sole Responsibility, as truthful believers in AL-LAH and  

in HIS most Superb and matchless Word (=QURAN TESTAMENT) here,  
is to absolutely Condemn and totally Refute  

=all such utterly abominable horrendous Attacks above (=2/204-205-206), 
=and also all such totally unjustifiable "all-out War" attitudes (=58/9  &  .....);  
 
and always absolutely Acknowledge and fully Support  

=all such wonderful Acts of Compassion, Beneficence, Helpfulness, Conciliation,  
=and Freedom and Justice and Equitableness and Peace between all Civilizations and among all Humanity, Worldwide,             

always and Forever (=QURAN TESTAMENT  2/177, 256  &  4/114  &  49/13  &  58/9  &  60/8  &  .........).               
=========    
         
 

 



 

and on that "Day"  (=i.e. a specific reference to this Last / Third "Day"  (="Millennium"  
 

--because  One "Day"  =  One "Thousand Years"  in the Sight of our LORD AL-LAH                 

*please, clearly see it again here: PSALMS 90/4  =  QURAN TESTAMENT 22/47--   
 

(=i.e. thereby thus starting in the year: "2001" ............ ending in the year: "3000")---  
 

the believers will be rejoicing, 
 

5-  with the "Help/Salvation" (="Nasr") of AL-LAH; (for) HE Grants "Help/Salvation"  
 

to whomever wishes --(to attain it, by rightfully doing themselves this  "Nasr" (="Help/Support") in the Cause of AL-LAH,  
 

first of all, here:  47/7),  
 

for HE is --thus also and especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  Signs > Ayat                

above now: 41/53  =  29/47--  The ALMIGHTY, --due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  Signs > Ayat             

above now: 41/53  =  29/49--  The BENEVOLENT. 
 
 

6-  (For, this is) the Promise of AL-LAH (=i.e. that "Nasr" = "Help/Salvation" unto all of those  
 

believing and peaceful Humans in all Nations-Peoples of the whole World, in this Final Age,   
 

now and Forever, here again: 40/51  =  4/114  &  23/1-11  &  ......),  
 

and AL-LAH never breaks HIS Promise, but many of the People (still) do not know. 
 
 

7-  (Because) they only know the outside-appearance of the Worldly life; and regarding the Hereafter,  
 

they are (still preferring to remain) totally unaware/indifferent --(here: 10/7-8  &  9-10)!    

 

QURAN TESTAMENT   30/1-7 

=============== 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

Remain in Peace/Salaam.  

 

 

 

 

 

And  he  who  came  with  The TRUTH, 
and  those  who  verified-it-as-TRUE, 
they  are  the Righteous. =39/33, .... 


